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1. A. Vitter [6] generalized Nevanlinna's lemma on logarithmic derivative
to the case of meromorphic functions / : Cn->P1(C) = CKJ {oo}, and he obtained
the defect relation for holomorphic (or meromorphic) mappings / : Cn-^Pm(C)
and a collectionn of hyperplanes in general position by using the method due to
H. Cartan [2]. Furthermore, he obtained the following generalization of a result
of H. Milloux (see Hayman [4, p. 55]):

THEOREM A (Vitter [6]). Let f: Cn->Pm(C) be a meromorphic mapping of
rank n (m^n+l) and

/m+l\_,

F=fΛftlΛf,2Λ-Λftn:C
n—+G(n + l, m+l)<=-+P^n+ι) \C)

the tangent mapping of f. Then

TF(r) ύ(n + l)Tf(r)+O(log r Tf(r)) //,

where G(w+1, ra+1) denotes the Grassmanian manifold, Tg(r) the Nevanlinna's
characteristic function of a meromorphic mapping g into a projective space and
the notation "//" means that the stated inequality holds outside exceptional intervals.

In this note, we give an application of Theorem A as follows:
Let V be a smooth hypersurface of degree d in the projective space Pn+1(C).

Then if d>n-\-2, any holomorphic mapping / : Cn—>V must be degenerate in the
sense that its Jacobian determinant vanishes identically.

Green [3] showed this theorem for n—\. (See also Carlson-Griffiths [1] and
Kodaira [5].

We give another proof than that of Carlson-Griffiths and Kodaira, but they
showed results under more general situations, e.g., V is an n-dimensional pro-
jective algebraic manifold of general type.
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2. Notation and Terminology.

Let z=(zu -" y zn)^Cn be the natural coordinate system in Cn. We set

, Ψ=ddc\og\\z\\\ ψk=ψΛ---Λψ (k-ύmes),j7 = dc\og\\zVΛψn-i, B(r)I I I Γ Σ
= {z£ΞCn\\\z\\<r}, dB(r)={z^Cn\\\z\\=r} and dc=^~(S-d\

Let L be a positive line bundle over Pm(C) and ω the curvature form for
the line bundle L. For a holomorphic mapping / : Cn->Pm(C), we set

B{t)
f*ωΛφn-i,

where f*ω denotes the pullback of the form ω under /. The function Tf{L, r)
is called the Nevanlinna's characteristic function of / relative to L. In particu-
lar, for the hyperplane bundle [//] over Pm{C) and the curvature form ω0 —
<ίdclog||iί;||2 (w(ΞCm+1—{0}) of the canonical hermitian metric in [ # ] , we use
the notation Tf(r) instead of Tf(\_H~], r) for simplicity.

We note that for a holomorphic mapping / : Cn->Vc>Pm(C) with reduced
representation / = ( / 0 , ••*, fm)> its characteristic function Tf(r) is written in the
form

ί
l

dB (r)

,7=0

3. Applying Vitter's theorem, we show the following.

THEOREM. Let V dPn+1{C) be an n-dimensional smooth hyper surf ace given
by a homogeneous polynomial P{w) of degree d and dP(w)Φθ in w^Cn+2—{0},
and / : Cn->V a holomorphic mapping. Then if d>n+2, f must be degenerate
in sense that its Jacobian determiant Jf vanishes identically.

Proof. By definition of V, P(f(z))=0 on Cn. Hence differentiating this
equation in zj (j=l, •••, n), we have

(1) *Σ/VΛ(*).,=0 O'-l, •••, n\

where Px——Λ . On the other hand, we have by Euler's formula
dwi

Q on V,
ϊ = 0

so that

(2) Σ/tW WW)=0.
i=o

Suppose that //^0. Then there is at most one / with Aj^O, where
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Δ,=

/ θ

(j)
fj /n + l

\fθ)zn "'(f j)zn '"(fn + l)zn

Solving the equations (1) and (2) in Pi(f(z)) (i—0, 1, •••, n + l ) , we have the ratio

of P. :•••:/>„„;

(3)

for j with O, where
(k) {])

/o fj fj
(fo)Zl "ifj)Zl - ( Λ )

f n + l

(fθ)zn '"(fj)zn '"(fj)zn '"(fn+l)zn

Here "^" over (/) means that this column vector is to be deleted. We now denote
by G the left hand side and by Φ the right hand side of (3). Since the functions

n+l

Pi (i=0, •••, n + l ) have not common zero, h= Σ \P%\2 can be considered as a

metric in [mHy>~1\v which is the restriction over V of the (d—l)-th symmetric
tensor power [_H~]d~ί of the hyperplane bundle [//] over Pn+1(C). On the other

hand, h= Σ l^?" 1 ! 2 i s also a metric in [_H~]d

Tβ ( / )(r) = f log Σ I
JdBίr) i=0

Thus we have

ί logΣ
JdB(r) i = 0

= ( max

=(d-l) T/(r)+Od)
By definition we have

=Λ I±.

on Cn—E, where £={2reCn |Δ/2:)=0}. Let

**': An+1 j)

be the common factor of

=(—~-: •••: n~ΔOJ, •••, An+1 j such that F=(

Note that F is the tangent mapping

ί Λ is a reduced representation of Φ.
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F=fAftlA~ Af,n : Cn — G(n + 1, n+2) d_> P^')'1(C)=Pn+KC).

Hence we have by Theorem A

(4)

Thus if / is not rational and if d>n+2, the inequality (4) yields a contradiction
for sufficiently large values of r. Thus we see Δj=0 for all j . Therefore the
Jacobian determinant of / vanishes identically.

Suppose that / is a rational mapping. Then / can be written in the form
/ = ( 1 , Q1/R1, •••, Qn+i/Rn+i) where Qj and Rj are polynomials. We now con-
sider a generic complex line Cς in Cn, where £ is a direction vector in Cn and
also we write a parameter in Cς as £ for simplicity. Then the restriction f\Cς
of / to Cς can be written in the form f=(qQ(ξ): •••: qn+i(ζ))> where q0, •••, qn+i
are polynomials in ξ without common zero. Let k% be the degree of the poly-
nomial qt and k the maximum number among k/s. Then we have

1 Γ27Γ 71+1

Tήr) = 1Γ-\ log Έ\qt(reiβ)

and hence

where g denotes the restriction of the function g to Cς. On the other hand
from the right hand side of (3), we obtain

1 f 27Γ 71 + 1 71 + 1 Λ

^ - j ^ log Σ I Σ ΠΛ(re< β) ϊ

4TΓ Jo ft = O (αj) ί=0

W + l xv

for the degree of ΠΛW^. is not greater than k(n+l)—n. Thus we have
ik

(d-ϊ)k \og r+O(l)g {̂ (n + l)-n} -log r

and hence

Hence this gives a contradiction if d^?ιJr2. Thus we have Δ ΞΞO for all /.
Therefore / is degenerate in the sense that Jf=0.
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